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Welcome to your Erotic Delights astrology report! This report will help you understand how the unique
astrological factors in your birth chart influence your sexual and erotic appetite. As sexual beings, we
all possess conscious and unconscious urges to express ourselves sexually. It is just part of who we
are. This report outlines your erotic gifts and intrinsic challenges in achieving sexual satisfaction.
The first time you read this report, we recommend you do it in a private, personal space. Consider
lighting a candle, perhaps even pouring a glass of dark red wine to set the mood. Soft sensual music
in the background and a warm glow in the fireplace will certainly add to the delicious ambience.
Afterwards, be sure to allow yourself plenty of time to absorb the provocative and enchanting wisdom - you will want to steep in the nectar of this delight.
Now -- curtains drawn and palms moist -- sit back, spread your toes, inhale ever-so-deeply, and
enjoy!
About the Language in This Report
Our author has written this report in a playful, clever -- dare we say bawdy -- tone, laced with double
entendre and evocative graphical allusion. Be warned: This is not a report for the sexually timid. Read
with your eyes open.
Author's Disclaimer: Rated NC-17
If you are looking for a romantic, lovey-dovey astrology report, you won't find it here. Please keep in
mind that all of the kinky, feisty remarks you are about to read are only intended in the spirit of fun, and
are only suggestions for ways to play and perhaps challenge your boundaries. Feel free to happily
ignore all wet and salacious comments and ideas that do not apply. Foremost, you must know, that
this report's scent is musky, moist, sweet and arousing. Its touch is tender and trembling, scorching
and electric. If you read things here that furrow your brow, causing a crease that looks remarkably like
a little man in a boat, this is a sign from the gods that you are about to learn something momentous!

Angelina Jolie
Born: June 4, 1975
9:09 AM in Los Angeles, California

Tropical Placidus Daylight Savings time
GMT: 16:09:00 Time Zone: 8 hours West

Planetary Positions

What does this table tell me?

Planet

Sign

Degree

House

Motion

Sun

Gemini

13°24'59"

11th House

direct

Moon

Aries

13°05'25"

9th House

direct

Mercury

Gemini

22°19'18"

11th House

retrograde

Venus

Cancer

28°08'47"

12th House

direct

Mars

Aries

10°42'46"

9th House

direct

Jupiter

Aries

17°25'02"

9th House

direct

Saturn

Cancer

17°23'27"

12th House

direct

Uranus

Libra

28°47'47"

4th House

retrograde

Neptune

Sagittarius

10°20'14"

5th House

retrograde

Pluto

Libra

6°31'34"

3rd House

retrograde

Node

Sagittarius

0°24'03"

5th House

retrograde

Major Aspects

House Positions

What's a House?

What's an Aspect?

Aspect

Degree

Sun Sextile Moon

0°19'

Sun Sextile Mars

2°42'

Sun Opposition
Neptune

3°04'

Sun Sextile Jupiter

4°00'

Sun Trine Pluto

6°53'

Moon Conjunction Mars 2°22'

House/Cusp

Sign

Degree

Moon Conjunction
Jupiter

4°19'

Ascendant

Cancer

28°46'24"

Moon Trine Neptune

2°45'

2nd House

Leo

20°41'27"

Moon Square Saturn

4°18'

3rd House

Virgo

16°26'55"

Imum Coeli

Libra

17°42'00"

5th House

Scorpio

23°05'26"

6th House

Sagittarius 27°52'37"

Descendant

Capricorn 28°46'24"

8th House

Aquarius

20°41'27"

9th House

Pisces

16°26'55"

Midheaven

Aries

17°42'00"

11th House

Taurus

23°05'26"

12th House

Gemini

27°52'37"

Mercury Sextile Jupiter

4°54'

Venus Square Uranus

0°39'

Mars Trine Neptune

0°22'

Mars Opposition Pluto

4°11'

Jupiter Square Saturn

0°01'

Neptune Sextile Pluto

3°48'

Blaze: “…Fire, I’ll teach you to burn…”, like the Arthur Brown song says. With lots of planets in fire
signs in your chart (Aries, Sagittarius, and/or Leo), you have great enthusiasm for whatever the project
is in front of you. So, if it is riding your partner into the sunset or sitting in the car at a red light with your
hand down your pants, it is done with great gusto and enthusiasm! When the experience is over, you
will move on happily to something else, with a bright red feather in your cap. Easily inspired and
enthused, you can light the fire at a party and step back to enjoy the results with a proper self-centered
glow.
Versatile: You don’t have too many planets in the earth signs in your chart (Virgo, Taurus, and/or
Capricorn). Without much earth, you can be ungrounded and impractical, lacking in that most
wondrous commodity; common sense. Nevertheless, your devil-may-care attitude regarding sexual
engagements and adventures is to be seen, heard, and felt! A vibrating string on a musical instrument,
you can be like quicksilver. You either float off into the ether and never have an actual sexual
consummation, or innocently take foolish risks, perhaps ending up with a leather mask placed over
your head, a ball gag in your mouth, and bound to a post. You are fun and stimulating, and will have
your lover screaming in mind-boggling delirium at your intemperate antics.

Your Sun is the warm, glowing core of who you are. It energizes
everything it touches. To see how the Sun plays, fights and dances within
you, look at how the planets, their angles, and the house of your Sun
appear in your chart. When the energizing Sun powerfully connects
(conjunctions), challenges (squares), and provokes (oppositions) the
other planets, there is a tendency to energize the Sun in a vigorous
manner so that your ego sits heavy and fat in the saddle. When the
exuding Sun flows (trines) and supports (sextiles) the other planets, it
gives warmth and confidence and a natural ebullience.

"Nature produces the
greatest results with the
simplest means. These
are simply the sun,
flowers, water, and love."
– Heinrich Heine

Your Warm, Radiating Sun is in Gemini: Your vital and energetic glow is mental and active. You like
variety, games, techniques, and most especially, provocative conversation that is witty and glib and
titillating. The idea of being talked out of your clothing is enough to drench your circuits. Sex is a
masterful creation of your stimulated, wiggling mind! If you end up with some big, slow-moving thug,
you’ll be cringing in your hiking boots. You are the cat’s silk pajamas with refined, specific techniques,
so oral sex is your forte, as well as scintillating friction rubs, and reading charged erotica that leaves
skin glistening with anticipation and mouths wet from constant licking and flicking. You are friends with
your lover(s) and are not afraid of open, candid conversation.
The Sun Exudes in the Eleventh House: You are every woman and man’s friend. You will do
anything for your friends, should they need a caring shoulder to cry on or perhaps a nice, long
backrub. This can also include sexual healing after a break-up (or before!), should you be feeling
progressive and exploratory. There is a great need for such healing skills in these life and times, don’t
you agree? There is no barrier to your friendly and deep ministrations, and this can include colleagues,
friends of friends, wives or husbands of friends, girlfriends or boyfriends of friends, and the whole
relative/in-law spectrum, too. The key ingredient here is healing friendship, which you excel at and
have in wonderfully deep quantities.
Your Sun supports (sextiles) Your Moon’s Wet Feelings: Your emotions and your natural state of
being are in an active, positive state to each other, thus enabling you to express your sexual feelings to
your cute and delectable lover without too much fanfare. This is helpful for a couple seeking to satisfy
each other, because you are in sync about your needs, it can then enable a lover to search for a way
to be expressive in an equally positive way. This ensures that if you wish to swing from vines
(simulated with silk ropes - you don't want to chafe that soft inner thigh!) like two monkey while
copulating and screeching, it won't be kinky, it will be fun!
Your Sun supports (sextiles) Mars’ Sexual Urges: You have an energetic opportunistic flow to
make things happen, whether it be making scrambled eggs with finesse, doing a deal with a
colleague, or holding your lover's hot, sweaty, gyrating hips intimately close to yours. This is positively
delightful, don't you think? Be aware that there are shy ones out there, and to be sensitive and pace
yourself according to everyone's needs, and not just your own. To do this requires one to actually tune
into how your lover is responding, a sometimes daunting task for a fiery, make-things-happen WarriorPerson. Nevertheless, you will soon see it is worth your perspiring exertion by the secret treat you
receive post-coition.
Your Sun provokes (opposes) Frosty, Plasmic Neptune: Others tell you lies. It’s just so easy to
do, you are so pleasing and willing to believe the wonderful fairy stories they offer you on shiny
aluminum platters! Soon you will learn to lie, too, and see how evasive and addictive it is. And thus it
goes on… Should you desire another outlet for this energy instead of being helplessly woven into
wispy illusory webs with hidden needles, try warming your energy centers (chakras) or doing juicy
creative work! You’ll open up amazingly like a flower! Sexually, try intriguing sexual scenarios with your
lover. Not only will this give an outlet to the decidedly uncanny energies of this combo, but playing
dress up (and dress down), and acting out scenes from your mind and fantasies can really get those
sexual hormones pumping god and goddess waters to you and your partner’s delicious nether
regions! Warm, heart-centered energy work creates full body sexual experiences, so please
experiment with an enthusiastic lover.

The Ascendant in your chart, (otherwise known affectionately to this
"Oh, don't let's ask for
astrologer as the "Rising Sign") is your own native animal skin you wear
about your shoulders and through which you physically face the world. It the moon. We've already
is the sign that was spreading out its earthly influence all over the horizon, got the stars." – Bette

opening its legs and scenting you with its own musky peculiarities when
you were born. This paints your personality with colorful symbols,
richness and a certain vibratory chemistry.

Davis

Wherever the Moon is placed is where feelings abound and sometimes
"I think sex is better than
run amuck. It's also where you like to do what feels good to yourself,
logic, but I can't prove it."
things that you certainly will do, whether alone or with a lover of great
– Unknown
fortitude! When the Moon touches another planet it creates a swirling
cocktail of milky needs and is to be tasted and experienced with great
gooey gusto. When the Moon powerfully connects (conjunctions), provokes (oppositions), and
challenges (squares) the other planets, this tends to give the Moon a more powerfully reactive state
(much harder to control!). The flowing (trines) and supporting (sextiles) aspects are soft and dreamy,
sometimes in a sweet, mellow way, other times in a lazy, indulgent and chubby way.
The Moon’s Emotions Undulate in Aries: With the Moon in Aries, you respond in a fiery and active
way to emotional situations that assail you. Creative juices pour from you like a river, sending rivulets
willy-nilly down the sidewalk. I hope you are using that gifted energy! Sexually, you are highly
responsive and can be vocal - a real neighborhood distraction. Stimulating and energetic, you are like
a brisk rub or a peppery dish - guaranteed to keep everyone alert and on their twinkle toes! You need a
strong partner to stay clear and detached in situations, as you tend to blow up and take little things
personally, spraying everyone around with your angry spit. Saying you are a bit of a handful is the
understatement of the year! You are a fierce warrior in getting your way, and are not above using a few
quick blows to the head to get your laggard lover to pick up the pace a notch or two.
The Moon Soaks the Ninth House: With the Moon in the ninth house, your feelings are expansive
and optimistic. Your search for Truth takes you into all sorts of musky, moist corners. What you find,
you declare as “Truth!” and so it is, at least to you anyway. You are open and enthusiastic when it
comes to sexual matters, and exploring different sexual philosophies or cultural views is very
stimulating for you. Trying every position in the Kama Sutra may be an option for you, but don’t be too
quick to jump to the next position. Go slow, Squanto! Finding the essential Truth of these various
sexual philosophies won’t happen if you are too busy gathering and not experiencing the wet religious
moment. Ask yourself if you feel the gods present. If you can answer that question with poignant
awareness, you will have inadvertently stumbled into your Higher Self while in the throes of vibrating
orgasms!
Your Moon powerfully connects (conjuncts) Mars’ Sexual Urges: You’re a rather combustible
sort. You are very suggestive – a knowing lover giving you a small, erotic tweak can bring on an
orgasm. I’m jealous! You like to get moving on the sex action, no diddling around for you. You just
might change your mind. Sometimes, when you are feeling cranky and bristly, you’ll pick fights with
your partner and have a huge row, when what you really need is to just get laid. If no one is around,
you can always pleasure yourself, and no one will be the wiser. Keep the energy flowing for the best
mental health benefits.
Your Moon powerfully connects (conjuncts) Jupiter’s Abundance: When you love, you give big
love! You are the Brother or Sister of Perpetual Indulgence. You have an open, bountiful, loving heart
that just doesn’t stop giving. In fact, you give so much you may drown yourself and/or your lover
without even realizing it. Someone will have to call the rescue squad. Your emotional reactions can be
extreme and overwhelming - you feel pretty strongly about certain things, and this may be a bit
intimidating to your partner when the tidal wave hits and washes them out to sea. Think of yourself as
a river, and you can decide where to channel the flow. Hopefully, it will be between your delighted
partner’s legs.

Your Moon flows (trines) Frosty, Plasmic Neptune: You are a human who was born in the Land of
Fairy, but nobody has actually figured that out yet. You are intuitive, creative, musical, and spiritual.
You are gentle and loving and can sense other’s feelings to the point where you can sob on the spot
for another’s pain, tears showering all over the little green plants around your feet. You tend to put
people on pedestals, unworthy sods that humans are, and they inevitably fall down and go boom.
Sexually, this energy is a blessing to any partner you may be with. So sensitive to their feelings, you
will know the right thing to do at the right time, with just the right touch and feeling. With a high
attunement with your partner, you could probably get them exploding in your lap just by looking at
them, showing in your eyes, exactly what you planned on doing, later, after the visitors have come and
gone.

Your mental expression articulates and gesticulates in the birth chart
where Mercury is placed. Look at the sign placement, the house
placement, and the other planets involved with mischievous mental-case
Mercury to see how you will experience your communications and
thought processes. The powerfully connecting (conjunctions), challenging
(squares), and provoking (oppositions) aspects tend to give Mercury's
quicksilver tendencies a laser zap in consciousness. The flowing (trines)
and supporting (sextiles) aspects are softer and more laid back, but they
also speed up the brainiac synapses to a nice clip!

"Love is the answer, but
while you are waiting for
the answer, sex raises
some pretty good
questions." – Woody
Allen

Articulating Mercury flirts in Gemini: Mentally you think quickly and have an articulate way of
speaking. Your thought processes move pretty quickly along your nerve fibers, snapping like an elastic
band! You have an inborn intelligence that is smooth as silk. You can carry on very stimulating
provocative conversations that are also very hip and trendy. The telephone can be a distinctive piece
of erotic furniture for you, if used in the correct position. Sometimes, you can be lost in your own
warbling conversation, your eyes periodically rolling into your head, as your mouth works it and works
it. You can be impatient with those less endowed than yourself, only because you want to move on to
other, more juicy thoughts, having grown bored with the current conversation. You can be talked into
bed with a few lusty, nasty words that are laced with intelligent innuendoes, whispered in a vibrating
manner into your sensitive ear hairs. Reading Anais Nin erotica and sharing the stories with your lover
is recommended to try at least once!
Mercury’s Intercourse Reverberates in the Eleventh House: With Mercury’s verbal intercourse
echoing in your eleventh house, you love having stimulating rap sessions with your buddies and
colleagues. Just the thought of a weekly group confab is enough to make you stand up and do the
shimmy! Sharing, studying, and comparing intelligent notes on anything, from the merits of various
sexual positions to the fluctuations and undulations in the stock market, and then reporting to your
friends your findings, is your idea of a life filled with milk and honey! When lovemaking you interact in a
friendly and detached manner with your partner. You like to control your partner’s pleasure based on
both you and your lover’s accumulated knowledge and perhaps some double-jointed digits! Intimacy is
based on friendship and is sophisticated and sublimely sweet, and is an excellent way to refresh your
tumbling mind.
Your Mercury supports (sextiles) Jupiter’s Abundance: Warm, titillating, funny, vibrant – these are
just a few words to describe the energy that spills from your ruby lips. You are an optimist and believe
others are, too. Thus you create magnetic, warm energy patterns around yourself and others.
Sexually, play with this energy by talking your lover into bed in a fun and diverting way, only using
delightful words whose main purpose is to maniacally thrill. Once your lover is at your disposal, place
your voluble mouth strategically, teasing but never completing the task, until your lover breathlessly

tries to pull your hair out by its roots!

Look at the sign placement, the house placement, and the other planets
"I can remember when
involved in the Venus pheromonal love dance to see how you will
the air was clean and sex
experience your wants and needs, give affections, and gratify your
was dirty." – George
ravenous self! If you are a woman, Venus shows how you expose your
femininity. If you are a man, the placement of Venus determines the type Burns
you are attracted to. Venus is also your "Inner Feminine," waiting to be
contacted and explored for healthy emotional balance. When Venus powerfully connects
(conjunctions), challenges (squares), or provokes (oppositions) the other planets, she tends to be
more feisty and provoking, and has more liveliness. When Venus flows (trines) with and supports
(sextiles) the other planets, she is very soft and creamy, indulgent and lazy.
Enticing Venus is in Cancer: With Venus in Cancer, you are nurturing and attentive. Family oriented,
you exude sentimental love and protectiveness for all those in your tribe. This includes teary eyes and
runny nose at times of great togetherness. When in love, you are caring and motherly to your lover
and their extraordinary body temple. You want to make sure every single need is satisfied! Your desire
nature burns wet and steamy and can be very heady and encompassing. Pleasing your partner can
give you a huge flooding rush, never mind having your own needs licked after! Tell your partner this –
they’ll wiggle with happiness, and then proceed to tell you what part of his or her love nest you can
begin your nurturing ministrations. If they are shy about talking about the stimulation of the nether
regions, keep after them until they break down and hysterically sob out the truth!
Your Venus is frolicking in the Twelfth House: With Venus swinging her hips in the twelfth house,
you show your affection and sexual tendencies while tied in the closet, hidden and mysterious and
seductive. That’s when you really let your hair down and get remarkably illicit and sweetly painful with
yourself and your lover. Should the people in your public life ever find out what you are really like in the
proverbial sack, they would probably choke or salivate, and then they would envision the shameful and
powerful seduction of having your fingertips thrumming against their sinful sweaty flesh. No one ever
finds out about your hidden pleasures because you are such a good secret keeper. You are the King
or Queen of forbidden delights, all the more breathless because they are taboo!
Your Venus challenges (squares) the Uranus Wiggle: A restless emotional spirit there never was!
Impatient with loved ones and easily irritated, you like to point out the right way, which is really your
way. You are quite willful and any lover would have his or her hands full trying to tame this wild pony.
The best they can hope for is not to harness you, but to let you be free, keeping the door open for
when you come home to rest your weary head, and to sniff under your partner’s plaid Bermuda shorts
for a little sugar cube. Your desire for change and excitement is nigh irresistible, sending squirts of
liquid shooting through your nerve centers when something provocative displays itself for you to
peruse. Sexually, play with this energy by having a party with all you and your lover’s favorite friends.
Play strip poker, or any of those other silly board games that require one to slowly strip off clothing. It’s
not the game itself that is so smashingly fun, but the interludes of laughter and conversation generated
by such provocative and titillating behavior!
Your Venus flows (trines) with The Sociable Karmic Nodes: Life saturates you in gooey feminine
energy. You are a walking sweetmeat. A sugar plum fairy! A chocolate-iced donut. As you can
imagine, everyone wants to eat you, salivating and licking their chops, in the process! This type of
feminine energy also beckons you down Life’s path. Heed these signs. They may come in the form of
women, feminine men, the arts, clothing, jewelry, beauty, luscious sweets and divine chocolate.
Sexually, have your lover hide your most favorite sweet treat, leading a trail to the treasure. When you
are naked, on your hands and knees devouring your goodie like the true piggy you are, see how it feels

to be devoured from behind, at the same time. Yummy!

Look at the sign placement, the house placement, and the other planets
"Sex is not the answer.
involved to see how you will experience the Mars' battle of competition
Sex is the question. 'Yes'
and assertion. If you are a man, Mars signifies your exuberant
is the answer" –
masculinity. If you are a woman, the placement of Mars determines the
Unknown
type you are attracted to.. Mars is also your "Inner Male," waiting to be
contacted and explored for healthy emotional balance. The planets that
powerfully connect (conjunctions), challenge (squares), and provoke (oppositions) Mars, make him
strong-willed and self-oriented (unless paired with Neptune). The planets that flow (trines) and support
(sextiles) tone down Mars' gnashing teeth and manifest a smoother and more balanced use of this
ambitious, energy.
Mars’ Sexual Urge rises in Aries: With Mars in Aries, you express your sexual energy in a quick, hot
way. You are easily satisfied, which is a boon for our oral sex aficionados! You have much gusto and
drive, and are always on the move. You may fade pretty quickly once the fire is expressed, and if your
lover hasn’t reached their peak yet, you may get slapped or perhaps find a sulky monkey on your
hands! While you may enjoy the rough stuff, you still might want to try to temper your squirting energy
so your lover gets to shake, rattle and roll, too. Don’t let go until everyone is dopey and awash with
river juices!
Mars’ Sexual Urge beats in the Ninth House: With Mars in the ninth house, your sexual energy
plays out in a forceful, lively way. Life is an expansive adventure, full of fascinating information that
leaves you twitterpated for more! Always on a search for the meaning of life (and lust), this propels
you forward to experience the next episode with great slavering interest. Easily distracted by new
information, your mind gallops to and fro! You are fun, romantic, and assertive as you enjoy riding your
partner high on into the sunset, experiencing the glories of the Body Sublime. Listen to your partner for
tips on specific techniques and pay attention! Expect your sexual mores to be challenged by your
wide-ranging sexual experiences in the artichoke heartland of love.
Your Mars flows (trines) with Frosty, Plasmic Neptune: Sex, drugs, and rock n’ roll. Sounds good
doesn’t it? How about a spiritual ashram with devotees falling into your lap to accommodate you? Or,
a group of pagans practicing rituals on your soft, perfect body? You must be inspired to live properly,
and have a creative or spiritual Quest flagellating your beating cells or you turn into a pale, wormything that can hardly stand up that others will happily prey upon if they happened to have missed
breakfast. Musically or tonally creative, unconsciously or consciously, you weave the energetic fields
in the surrounding environment into something healing and profound. Sexually, you might prefer the
glamour of being submissive, toyed with until you reach excruciating delirium, your heels drumming
the bed in rapture, tears filling your eyes. You can also develop your chakras or energy centers,
warming them, and then weaving the energy sexually with your lover, until you both are having
mythical rushes pouring over you, like heated, melting caramels.
Your Mars provokes (opposes) Simmering Pluto: You are a superlative firefly, your abdomen
beating with nuclear green light, radiating scads of scalding intention. Your root center (located in the
buttocks area) chug-a-lugs whistling, steamy heat that would burn to a crispy critter, should someone
try to stick their hand into it. You may project this whom ping energy into your partner or friends,
unconsciously, thereby relieving you of its distress, though still experiencing it through the funnel of
another’s filters. The energy can manifest in others in violent ways, deeply manipulative or controlling
ways, profoundly magical ways, or stupendously, ambitious ways. You must constantly challenge
yourself and your boundaries. If you don’t challenge yourself, this energy will come out anyway, and
not in a way that you can control, not in a pleasant way, at all. Oh no, dearie, in a sticky, icky way!

Sexually, test your limits, then test them again. Make yourself sweat and tremble and freak out a little.
Become vulnerable is terrifically scary! The staff of Power lies there, under the hot coals of your red,
wet heart, and you must stick your hand under in there to retrieve the Scepter of Joy.

Your optimism and abundance deliver the spiritual and material goods in
"Love isn't decent. Love
the birth chart where Jupiter is placed like an overstuffed Titan. Look at
the sign placement, the house placement, and the other planets involved is glorious and
shameless." – Elizabeth
in Jupiter's search for the sensual meaning of existence to see how you
will experience your own optimism and abundance (and also the twinkling Von Arnim
light on your spiritual path). Jupiter powerfully connecting (conjunctions),
challenging (squares), and provoking (oppositions) the other planets magnify Jupiter's generous mood
in an intoxicating, bloated manner. When Jupiter is flowing (trines) or supporting (sextiles) the other
planets there is an excessive swelling.
Jupiter’s Abundance spills in Aries: Your enthusiasm has a rapid, demanding, creative spirit! The
gift of Jupiter for you is growth through experiencing the implementation of scads of creative
entrepreneurial ideas that chug-a-lug through your body’s system on a daily basis. Your creative ideas
regarding the world of sexual experience are alive and pulsating, exuberant, and inventive, demanding
that you plunge right in, giving it the energetic attention it so richly deserves!
Jupiter’s Optimism pours into the Ninth House: Inspiration expresses itself in you by discovering
adventures that await you, sparkling on the horizon and then teaching others about your juicy
discoveries! It is an exploratory energy that invigorates everything it touches with a golden, exuberant
light. Life and sex must stay fresh and invigorating, like a scrub down with pine needles, or your Light
dims. Teach your lover what you know, offering tidbits of sexual wisdom like small juicy mango pieces,
falling from your lips to their open, receiving mouth.
Your Jupiter challenges (squares) Saturn’s Restrictio: You have some lucky energy at your
disposal, but there is a parental figure named Joe Blow residing in your brain that is telling you that you
are bad, bad girl or boy, and do not deserve it, horrific sinner that you are. Until Joe A-hole gives his
approval (which, by the way, is never), you will not be able to access this lucky energy, or else will
receive it in dribs and drabs that tantalize you with its charming abundance. Is that unfair, or what?
Though it may scare the pants off of you, you need to blow off that parental figure lecturing you in your
brain. Go ahead! Be selfish! How this translates sexually is that you must tell your lover what it is you
like, no matter how funky or weird. Don’t just go along with the roadie show, like a dopey groupie. Insist
they help you out with accomplishing your kinkoid goals of wetness! Then, you will be showered with
jism from the sky upon your lovely head, while you grin happily like a Cheshire Cat, sitting in the Tree
of Time’s steady, trusty presence.

Saturn sits like a Big Daddy on the natal chart, stubbornly insisting on
work and responsibility! Look at the sign placement, the house
placement, and the other planets involved in Saturn's authoritative,
restrictive policies to see how you will experience your need for discipline
and endurance. This includes being mentally flogged occasionally -- by

"It's been so long since
I've had sex, I've
forgotten who ties up
whom." – Joan Rivers

yourself and others -- so you get the message! (Don't worry, it all works out in the end.) The powerfully
connecting (conjunctions), challenging (squares), and provoking (oppositions) aspects tend to bust
Saturn's iron nuggets (or yours!), causing frustration and tension but also making available great
endurance and fortitude. The flowing (trines) and supporting (sextiles) aspects soften frustration and
tension, leading to greater self-control...and ultimately sexual (and otherwise) successes.
Saturn ties you down in Cancer: You respond to structure and limitation in an emotional and
assertive way. Tribal or family responsibilities, though burdensome and heavy at times, are the tasks
at hand. At times, it may seem that your ability to express feelings and emotions is all locked up, and
someone has thrown away the key. Endeavor to learn about your feelings and nurturing as great
strength lies here. When imposed upon negatively in a sexual way, you will take it for awhile, not
speaking up about how you feel. At some point, though, a rather extreme and uncomfortable explosion
of feelings occurs. Speak sooner! Practice, practice, practice!
Saturn has you under Twelfth House Arrest: Responsibility and limitations express themselves in
your unconscious. Large institutions and hospitals may figure prominently in your life, emotionally and
mentally whipping you into sound, wise shape. Ouch! This is so you can give true authority and care
as it is truly needed. Remember, service with a smile and a helping hand! No grumblers allowed!
Fears abound in the backwoods of your mind, where you have them all shrink-wrapped and sealed in
dinky boxes in the dank basement of Mr. Brain’s warehouse. These are fears that hold you back,
sexually and otherwise. You need to go into those dusty boxes and open them up, airing out the
contents. (Phew, stinky! Wave your hand a bit to clear the air!) The only way for you to be free is to
accomplish this task. Once you’ve done this, the gods will appear, and grant you holy strength and
strong loins and a sexy ray of light will shine out through your steady, delectable eyes.

Springing from the base of your energetic foundation, Uranus yokes and
releases your core identity, sexual, and creative impulses. Look at the
sign placement, the house placement, and the other planets that are
electrified in aspect by Uranus. The powerfully connecting (conjunctions),
challenging (squares), and provoking (oppositions) aspects tend to create
a wiggly energy that is hard to contain and requires freedom to exist.. The
flowing (trines) and supporting (sextiles) aspects blend nicely but still
pulse the airwaves and your nervous system.

"Like a fierce wind roaring
high up in the bare
branches of trees, a
wave of passion came
over me, aimless but
surging... I suppose it's
lust but it's awful and holy
like thunder and lightning
and the wind." – Joanna
Your Uranus Swings in Libra!: Your generation’s sexual kundalini
energy is mental and partner-orientated. Your spinal cord, once grounded Field
and triggered gently, needs a partner to stimulate its rise, which will
create a mindful expansion and a tumbling forth of inspiring shared ideas! This is a dynamic,
fluctuating, almost homeostatic movement that occurs between two people, when united and in
gorgeous, fiery attunement. Know yourself well and know your partner well, too. Inside and out. See
the sexual act as a couples dance. Participate and win first prize!
Uranus is taking liberties in your Fourth House!: Independence, eccentricities, and sudden
change exhibit themselves in your nesting spot. Your home is a different place, a very unconventional
pad. All sorts of characters meet there to discuss far out subjects and all sorts of freaky activities are
performed there, too! Kundalini exercise: With a lover, fill up your tub with nice warm water. Add a
scent or oil if you like. Light a candle or two and then shut off the lights. Take off your clothes and grab
your trusty snorkels! Position yourselves underwater, breathing comfortably through your snorkels,
and then joining sexually and quietly. Psychedelic! (Tip: the less wiggling, the better.) This can also be
done alone and pleasuring yourself – it’s still just as trippy!

Artistry, creativity, dreams and illusion emanate from Neptune's
"Lovers, to bed; 'tis
fluctuating rainbow of colors. The powerfully connecting (conjunctions),
almost fairy time." – A
challenging (squares), and provoking (oppositions) aspects tend to
Midsummer Night's
diffuse and confuse normal planetary energy patterns, boosting the
Dream - Act 5, Scene 1
likelihood of colorful, mystical and creative experiences. The flowing
(trines) and supporting (sextiles) aspects are deceptive and hypnotizing,
in a lazy, glazed, but inspiring way. Neptune does not respond to the practical, rational applications
that motivate other planets. Instead, Neptune loves warm, energetic work on the body (which can be
done through chakra/energy center work), creative endeavors, and mystical experiences, which are
excellent channels for its very magical and sweetly psychotic vibrations.
Neptune’s Beguiling Bubble is in Sagittarius: Your generation’s sexual idealism and sexual
receptivity is truth seeking and adventurous. This also includes going down the wrong trail, getting lost,
and having to double back about three or four times. You approach your wildly creative dreams in an
inspiring and enthusiastic way, and must remember that full sexual gratification cannot occur if you
have left the scene.
Neptune’s Silvery Whistles are heard in your Fifth House: Sexual fantasies and idealization play
themselves out in your love affairs. Each lover is the perfect person for you, better than the last one,
frothy with rosy-red juice from pomegranates, delivered to your doorstep by the gods and goddesses
on dented aluminum platters. Or, are you so spiritual you cannot consummate with a potential
partner? Beware of a tendency to let decent goods slip out of your hands, because everyone is a
potential soul mate, and then ending up with nada. Sexually, you can seduce a certain type of innocent
into your bed, covering the stained mattress with clean sheets, and stuffing your donkey tail into your
pants. Don’t forget to turn the smoke machine on - know one will know!
Your Neptune supports (sextiles) Simmering Pluto: A generational aspect that goes on for a
trillion years (just kidding), it operates in the background unnoticed unless it touches a sensitive
genitalia point on your lovely, pulsating body. At that point, you would feel certain effects taking place at
a deep inner core, where a huge light-filled quilting bee is taking place, amongst the spirits and guides
that hang out with you. No one will notice these happenings, maybe not even you, especially if you are
doused heavily with food, alcohol or drugs (you know, the normal human condition). This miniature,
magical Mardi Gras is actually occurring in your DNA, in the spiraling helixes of the gods. There, the
helixes twist and turn to a vibrational song humans cannot normally hear; creating new, unbelievable
strands that signify outstanding cosmic perceptions undiscovered by little dweeby men in their white,
flapping lab coats. Short (or long) periods of autism or insanity manifest, and then, should your
consciousness survive intact, evolution takes place with a soft, unnoticeable, undulating pop.

Look at the sign placement, the house placement, and the other planets
involved in Pluto's scalding cauldron of death and birth to see how you will
experience transformation and test your boundaries. Experiencing the
ice-hot touch of Pluto may feel painful, but Pluto is really a diamond in
disguise. Look for his gifts when the smoky, sulfuric air has cleared. The
powerfully connecting (conjunctions), challenging (squares), and

"Anything will give up its
secrets if you love it
enough." – George
Washington Carver

provoking (oppositions) aspects tend to fester and then erupt when in Pluto's scaly arms. The flowing
(trines) and supporting (sextiles) aspects soften and smooth Pluto's continuous, controlling hold. Pluto
wants your vulnerability. He also wants you to let go of that which you grip most deeply. Your primal
scream will be heard throughout the galaxy when you finally do...
Pluto Rumbles in Libra: Your generation’s sexual transformation will come about through intense
focus on the Partner, balancing the energies in a continual dance of sexual interaction and fluctuation.
Anything that encourages the fluctuation of this dance in an aggressive manner is a particularly
provocative approach to get at those sexual fears and blockages faster than a speeding bullet! Open,
honest, assertive communication in continual process is a major vibrational key for you.
Pluto is Seething within your Third House: Sexual power games and transformation take place in
your communications. You are the Samurai Warrior of words. Very clever and sarcastic, you can twist
an opponent into a pretzel with perfect, powerful, lilting, magical word usage. Minds become blank as
others wait for you to finish your death-defying last word, or eeke out your final orgasmic utterance!
You can sexually slay with your tongue if your lover does not behave, hopefully with enticing, quivering
words into sensitive ear hairs or maybe via direct, vibrating manipulation!

